The Joy Of PHP: A Beginner's Guide To Programming Interactive Web Applications With PHP And MySQL
Synopsis

Third Edition now with bonus chapters. Have you ever wanted to design your own website or browser application but thought it would be too difficult or just didn't know where to start? Have you found the amount of information on the Internet either too daunting or not geared for your skill set or worse-- just plain boring? Are you interested in learning to program PHP and have some fun along the way? If so, then The Joy of PHP by Alan Forbes is the book for you!! Alan starts with some basic HTML so the absolute beginner can catch up quickly and then goes step by step on how PHP works. You start with the easy stuff--like how to create and run simple PHP scripts that modify web pages-- and then build on what you’ve learned through a series of cohesive (and fun) exercises that carry over from lesson to lesson. As the chapters progress you begin to build a web site for a growing used car dealership business. This approach keeps the material fun and challenging-- and gives what you’ve learned a context to be relevant. A car dealership needs a constantly changing web site because the inventory of cars is always changing. HTML is not the answer for this kind of web site-- but PHP and mySQL are! Throughout the book you will be working with the web site for the car dealership and adding features and modifying it as the needs of the business (and your knowledge) grow. This writing style reinforces the previous lessons and keeps you engaged in a "real" project -- giving you both a sense of accomplishment and an opportunity to apply what you’ve learned to a realistic scenario. You are far more likely to retain what you’ve learned using this approach than just reading dry syntax documentation. The author has an easy and fun style of writing that teaches you PHP in a simple, matter of fact manner while showing you the most common uses of the commands you need to get the job done. This keeps your learning pace quick and uncluttered. If you need it, he also points you to several resources where you can learn more about the other options a PHP function can offer and-- even better--how to read and understand those resources. If you want to learn the PHP language in an easy, enjoyable, well laid out manner and to learn why PHP and mySQL are so powerful and fun to use then buy this book!! Do not buy this book if you are looking for a comprehensive reference of boring PHP syntax. This book does not attempt to cover everything about PHP. What it does do-- and does well-- is take you from being a beginner who isn’t even sure what PHP is to someone who knows the sheer joy that only programming dynamic sites can provide. You will become someone who can read, write, and modify PHP scripts and you will be able make your website come alive. Bonus Code All the source code referenced in the book is available for easy download and well organized. You don't have to cut and paste out of Kindle or retype code, unless you want to. There is even a video tutorial showing how to get started. Topics Covered... - Installing and configuring PHP - Introduction to HTML - Basic
PHP Syntax - Some Fun Right Away - Editors and Staying Organized - Variables, Numbers, Dates and Strings - Control Structures - How to use a database, such as mySQL - Using PHP and mySQL Together - How to create forms to Display, Add, Edit, and Delete data - Session Variables - Working with Images - PHP File Uploads - PHP Quirks and Tips - Security Considerations This book is NOT the only book you’ll ever need to read to master PHP. The book is a gentle introduction to a very rich topic. The hope of the author is to show you that PHP isn’t really that scary after all, it is something YOU can do, and it can even bring you joy once you get it.
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Customer Reviews

So many books seem to want to front-load a bunch of theory about for loops and how many bytes a certain statement might take up. Generally, I understand the concepts, but part of me yearns to "get my hands dirty", as I find I feel disconnected from true understanding. I don’t care if it’s the simplest thing, I want to start "doing" something, and this is where this book really shines. Alan Forbes gives a very practical education on PHP. Right away, he has you set up a virtual server, and quickly moves you into a practical example setting up a database for a used car lot. It’s down to Earth, approachable, and teaches the exact concepts that I was looking for in PHP. I’m about half way through the book and in a little more than a week, I’ve begun coding in PHP, using a virtual server, and created mySQL databases! whereas with some of the thicker, encyclopedic tomes that I have, I’d still be trudging through snippets of unrelated code, still not knowing what I’m actually supposed to do with it. This is one of those books that makes you feel that PHP is possible for a beginner to
use. There are a few minor drawbacks, but they don’t take away at all from the great value of this book. The first is the editing (I have the 2015 edition). The code works, but every now and then I find a minor typo like on pg. 87 line 36 (no opening
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